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The Formentera Council's culture office reports that the fourth Formentera Film Festival, a
gathering of short films, documentaries and video art, begins tomorrow and continues to
Sunday (May 16-19). Screenings, which start at 8.30pm and are free to attend, happen
tomorrow in la Mola's plaça del Pilar and in Constitució square, Sant Francesc, for the
remainder of the festival.

  

Submissions to the official FFF competition, as well as the complete festival programme, is
available at www.formenterafilm.com .

  

Semblen cordes, an exhibit of photography by Pilar Aldea which opened this Monday, is also on
the FFF programme. The show ends its run at the sala d'Exposicions this Sunday. From today,
Wednesday, Sa Panxa in Sant Ferran will host a show dedicated to Marta Pantaleo, the
illustrator behind the graphics for FFF 2019.

  

May 16 (la Mola)
FFF's 8.30pm kickoff will come with a video by the children of CEIP el Pilar de la Mola. The
evening of screenings will continue with eight shorts that range from animated productions and
fiction to documentaries.

  

May 17-18 (Sant Francesc)
An evening of screenings for children starts at 8.30pm in Centre Antoni Tur Gabrielet and
includes snacks like pizza and popcorn.

  

Paul Powell will also be on hand for an opening concert of a blend of blues-rock that is both
caustic and nostalgic. The programme includes a nightly selection of nine shorts.

  

May 18
“Let's talk cinema” (Parlem de cinema) is the title of an event scheduled for 11.00am in plaça de
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la Constitució—a round-table discussion that is open to the public and will see the participation
of FFF specialists.

  

Evening entertainment
Fritz Lang's Metropolis is at the centre of this year's FFF evening party, which runs from
11.30pm to 4.00am and includes a live DJ set and video imagery from León Convalia, alias
Alterphase. Next up is Ibizan d.j. Angeles Blanes Noguera (“Lost Angels”) and Toni Planells
(“Untaltoni Dj set”). A guaranteed party.

  

May 19
The Balearic Islands' symphonic orchestra will be on hand to perform “Palma Brass Movie
Themes”—an assortment of selections from film soundtracks.

  

At 9.30pm, as part of ExtraFest, festivalgoers can see screenings shorts not included in the
2019 festival. Nine local youth (and one film fan of just seven) took part in a workshop which
was led by Niccolò Falsetti and titled “Let's Make a Short” (Fem un Curt). As per FFF tradition,
the fruits of workshop participants' labour—always a guaranteed audience surprise—can be
viewed on festival days.

  

The FFF awards ceremony is scheduled for 10.00pm and will include screenings of 2019's
winning submissions.
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